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In Ontario, agents have been scurrying around to prevent
North American Labor Party candidates Rick Saunders in Toronto
and Lucylle Boikoff in st. Catherine's from repeating the 14 per
cent vote of Alan Levinson in Vancouver three weeks ago.
The head of the Canadian Department of Manpower and Immi
gration Andras recently announced that this department's mobil
ity program "will now force the unemployed to take the jobs we
even 100 miles away. II
At the same time all efforts
offer t hem
have been made to turn Canadian electoral politics into a sick
joke;
Andras' slave labor program was never submitted before
the Canadian Parliament.
Notorious agent and LEAA sidekick in
•

•

•

the New Democratic Party Martin Schulman has come out in public
support of Rosy the Clown for Mayor of Toronto.

In Canada, the Canadian ;1anpower (relocation) boards have
succeeded in sucking in the Communist Party and the entire trade
union apparatus, with the exception of the isolated resistance
of the Quebec Federation of Labor.
Under Andras' program slave
laborers will be forced across provincial borders and will be
pulled from the u.S. and from around the world to meet the labcr
skill requirements of Canada's redevelopment project slave labor
camps.

CIVIL DEFENSE PERSONNEL TRAINED BY CIA/LEAA

Nov. 30 (IPS)--Civil emergency defense personnel around the
country are currently being sent through the same CIA training
mills which spawned and "educated" t he murderous Green Berets,
known for their slaughter of Vietnamese peasants.
The director of the Pueblo, Colorado Civil Defense Agency,
Sam Musso, told IPS this week that their new Industrial Defense
Coordinator, Air Force Lt. Col. Harry Haney, is uniquely quali
fied for his post, having just returned from the Army's Defense
Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA) Staff College at Battle Creek,
Mich.
Musso was trained at the school for civii disturbances at
Fort Gordon, Georgia three years ago, which is also responsible
for training the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA),
the National Gestapo.
He was followed by a contingent of Pueblo
police and fire officials who trekked to Fort Gordon and other
area officials who went to the DCPA College at Battle Creek.
According to �1usso,. the Military Police School at Fort
Gordon, which runs the LEAA civil disturbance counterinsurgency
. e for LEAA agents, also runs the Schools on Emergency Plan
cours
ning and Industrial Defense for the DePA, such as the one at
Battle Creek.
In the past, Fort Gordon has been responsible for
training the CIA police Gestapos of Brazil, Indonesia, Vietnam
and other Third World countries.

An official in the Emergency Services Division of the Michi
gan State Police, the coordinator of the State's emergency
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preparedness appa�atus, confirmed Husso's assertions in an'inter
view with IPS.
The Michigan official, Lt. Milton Jury, stated that repre
sentatives of local, county and state government, police and
service agencies also receive their preparedness instruction at
the DCPA Staff College at Battle Creek.
The training program
includes evacuation, relocation and food control--all counter
insurgency methods for population control developed by British
Brigadier General Frank Kitson, under the tu·telage of master
brainwasher John Rawlings Rees, during l\Torld T�7ar II.
Jury also revealed that the LEAA provides the funds to
train DCPA, police, military and civilian personnel in LEAA
Happily, he noted the in
style counterinsurgency operations.

creasing "day-to-day" role that the civil defense apparat is
playing in civilian affairs.

IBM PAPERS NAHE NCLC

SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 30 (IPS)--The International Association of
Chiefs of Police (IACP) has collaborated with executive personnel
of the IBl-l Corporation to produce and publicize a Pentagon Papers
type document which attempts to link the National Caucus of Labor
Committees to terrorist activities and organizations
The IACP
is a front group for the CIA and the Law Enforcement' Assistance
"
Administration.
•

.

The document, "IBM as a Target of Terrorism," opens with an
account of supposed "real terrorist threats against IBM, " and
calls upon the corporation to institute "an effective intelli
gence system on the plans and acts of extremists and terrorists."
To support that proposal, a special section of the document is
devoted to the NCLC as "precisely the kind of organization that
The
IBM should now be monitoring, using all its resources."
only other organizations mentioned by name are the CIA-directed
Symbionese Liberation Army,' the fascist Jewish Defense League,
�he American Nazi Party a�d the Ku Klux Klan.

The cover for the operation was a "12-day IACP training
session" with top IB�1 executives, in the course' of which the
IBn already maintains a large,
document ".Tas supposedly produced.
well-trained security division, which serves as a major conduit
for "former" CIA officers deployed into industrial security.
Under the title
over for publication
at the so-called New
Tuli Kupferberg, the
rock band.
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"The Im4 Papers, " the document was delivered
in the Nov. 15 Berkeley Barb through agents
York News Service--a basement recreation of
semi-psychotic former member of the Fugs
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